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What does the institution of punishment
look like in an ideal political system? Is
punishment merely an exercise of violence
of the strong against the weak? And what
does the phenomenon of revealed religion
add to the understanding of punishment?
These are some of the many questions
contemplated in The Philosophy of
Punishment and the History of Political
Thought, which provides a provocative
exploration of the contributions of nine
major thinkers and traditions regarding the
question of punitive justice.For the last half
century, the philosophical debates over
punishment have been deadlocked at two
schools of thought: Utilitarianism and
Retributivism.
In
his
introduction,
Koritansky provides an overview of the
stymied debate by analyzing H. L. A. Harts
argument for a philosophy unifying the
theories
of
Utilitarianism
and
Retributivism. While Koritansky allows
that both theories have contributed
substantially
to
the
contemporary
understanding of punishment, he points out
that Harts lack of success in combining
these theories proves that both are less than
ideal. From this starting point, Koritansky
urges transcendence from these two
theories in order to respond to new
developments
and
circumstances
surrounding the enactment of punishment
today.Conveniently divided into three
sections, the book explores pagan and
Christian premodern thought; early modern
thought, culminating in chapters on Kant
and classic Utilitarianism; and postmodern
thought as exemplified in the theories of
Nietzsche and Foucault. In all, the essays
probe the work of Plato, Saint Augustine,
Saint Thomas Aquinas, Thomas Hobbes,
Immanuel Kant, Cesere Beccaria, Jeremy
Bentham, John Stuart Mill, Friedrich
Nietzsche, and Michel Foucault.These
essays devoted to the philosophy of
punishment from the perspective of
political thought delve deep into key
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contributions from thinkers of all eras to
help further debates on punishment,
provide the history of political thought in
order to trace changes and effects on future
theories, as well as expose the roots of the
two prevailing schools of thought. This
collection will engage all social scientists
interested in the issue of punishment and
energize the ongoing debate surrounding
this complex issue.
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The Philosophy of Punishment and the History of Political Thought Peter Karl Koritansky presents Thomas
Aquinass theory of punishment as an Aquinass political thought and to current studies on the theory of punishment
Kants Social and Political Philosophy (Stanford Encyclopedia of The Philosophy of Punishment and the History of
Political Thought. Edited by Peter Karl Koritansky. 234 pages 6.125 x 9.25. 2011 Punishment and the History of
Political Philosophy - UTP Publishing One problematic element to the social-contract theory of punishment is the . of
the Enlightenment, a historical era marked by great advances in political. PHILOSOPHY OF PUNISHMENT: EAST
AND WEST - University of Jul 21, 2016 Issues in social and political thought have been central to Chinese Passages
in the Book of History tell us that Heaven (tian: the deity of the Zhou . Unlike the emphasis put on punishments as one
kind of standard (fa) in Punishment and Political Philosophy - Oxford Research Jul 24, 2007 Kant wrote his social
and political philosophy in order to champion .. The social contract is not a historical document and does not involve a
historical act. that arises with regard to Kants theory of punishment (section 7). Social and Political Thought in
Chinese Philosophy (Stanford Political philosophy, or political theory, is the study of topics such as politics, liberty,
justice, Legalism advocated a highly authoritarian government based on draconian punishments and laws. . an
institution which prevents injustice other than such as it commits itself, the best in the history of political theory. For Ibn
The Philosophy and History of Prisons Contemporary philosophy still lacks a satisfying theory of punishment, one
that adequately addresses our basic moral concerns. Yet, as the crisis of The Philosophy of Punishment and the
History of Political Thought - Google Books Result Punishment has been a central problem for Western philosophy at
least since the actual practice of judicial punishment throughout Chinese history and the . law a place in his political
thought as an unfortunate but necessary backstop for Hegel: Social and Political Thought Internet Encyclopedia of
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Jun 13, 2003 Philosophical reflection on punishment has helped cause, and is taken place outside the academy in the
real world of political life. (The oddity of a theory that affirms having and exercising a right to be punished has not
escaped notice.) Foucaults insights arose from a historical, socioeconomic, and David Humes Political Philosophy: A
Theory of Commercial Member of the Centre for the History of Political Thought Criminal Law & Sentencing:
Brooks publishes widely in punishment and restorative justice with a His most recent book is Hegels Political
Philosophy: A Systematic Reading of the Foucault, Michel: Political Thought Internet Encyclopedia of Much of the
contemporary discussion within penal theory is devoted to the task of the attention that is directed to punishment in
political discourse and by decision .. From a historical point of view, this way of outlining the theoretical field is Lockes
Political Philosophy (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) To summarize Foucaults thought from an objective point
of view, his political takes seriously the connection between philosophical discourse and political reality. Moreover,
while the political forces at work in the history of madness were .. Like Discipline and Punish, the Will to Knowledge
contains both general and Punishment Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy Mar 30, 2015 An outstanding general
introduction to the theory and practice of punishment. A revealing account of the history and sociology of punishment.
Political philosophy - Wikipedia Texts in the History of Political Thought) [Cesare Beccaria, Richard Bellamy,
various political languages of the Enlightenment into a political philosophy that Punishment and the History of
Political Philosophy: From Classical The Limits of Reform: Punishment and Reason in Platos Second-Best City. In
The Philosophy of Punishment and the History of Political Thought,10-32. Philosophy of Punishment and the History
of Politi - University of Although it is not expressed in overtly political works, Aquinas thoughts on political .. Finally,
human law is unable to punish or forbid all evil deeds. .. Without such divine origins, the natural law would lose its legal
character, since under Beccaria: On Crimes and Punishments and Other Writings At the core of Hegels social and
political thought are the concepts of freedom, Apart from his philosophical works on history, society, and the state,
Hegel wrote .. for free action, e.g., a necessary relation between crime and punishment. The Cambridge History of
Eighteenth-Century Political Thought by David Humes Political Philosophy: A Theory of. Commercial commercial
society in the Political Discourses and the History of England, it is .. spect for private property was founded on a
plethora of capital punishments.31. Volume 28 About Political Philosophy, Policy & Law , . such as ecology,
punishment and welfare. The paper also provides an opportunity to explore the history of political thought and political
philosophy more Political philosophy and the history of political thought since c.1890 Historical Context
Augustinian Political Theory The Augustinian World View . Although God will eventually punish the sins of all those
elected for damnation, The Philosophy of Punishment and the History of Political Thought The major in Political
Philosophy, Policy and Law (PPL) provides The co-requisites are (1) one course in the history of political thought, (2)
one course in legal 368 - Crime and Punishment ANTH 3230 - Introduction to Legal Anthropology Justice, Western
Theories of Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy The series St Andrews Studies in Philosophy and Public Affairs
originates in the Ellis offers a thought-provoking claim--that deterrence is the only needed Aquinas: Political
Philosophy Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy Justice is one of the most important moral and political concepts.
By tracking the historical interplay of these theories, what will be advocated is a While this is a decent consequentialist
theory of crime and punishment, the more general Professor Thom Brooks - Durham University Introduction The
Problem of Punishment and the Return to the History of Political Thought PETER KARL KORITANSKY It is a
noticeable fact that in contemporary Thomas Aquinas and the Philosophy of Punishment - CUA Press
Contemporary philosophy still lacks a satisfying theory of punishment, one that adequately addresses our basic moral
concerns. Yet, as the crisis of
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